An increase of the pinning of vortices near the upper critical field boundary, the peak effect ͑PE͒, is studied in a Nb-O solid solution by means of the magnetization measurements. The PE onset is understood as a disorder-induced transition between a relatively ordered vortex lattice and an entangled vortex state. It is found that a characteristic feature of the vortex state in the PE region is a relaxation occurring via a large size magnetization jump or avalanche. It is also found that the temperature and field-dependent time t j (H
The peak effect ͑PE͒, i.e., a maximum in the field and temperature dependence of the critical current density j c , takes place in a vicinity of the upper critical field H c2 (T) boundary, as in the case of low-T c type-II superconductors ͑e.g., Refs. 1-3͒, or well below H c2 (T), as in the case of high-T c superconductors ͑e.g., Refs. 4-8͒. In many aspects, the interest in this effect is triggered by its possible relation to phase transition͑s͒ of the flux-line lattice ͑FLL͒. Thus, experiments performed on YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7Ϫ␦ provide evidence that the PE takes place just below the thermally-induced FLL melting phase transition, 5, 6 which was attributed to the softening of the FLL shear modulus c 66 . 9 The coexistence of solid and liquid vortex phases in the transition region has also been reported. 10, 11 Magnetotransport measurements performed on low-T c superconductor 2H-NbSe 2 ͑Ref. 2͒ suggest the coincidence of the maximum in j c (T,H) with the melting transition of the vortex solid. The PE onset resulting from a disorder-induced transition between the FLL and an entangled vortex state has been discussed for both high-T c ͑e.g., Refs. 12-14͒ and low-T c ͑Ref. 3͒ superconductors. Besides, in the presence of a driving force, various dynamic transitions, i.e., transformations of the moving vortex states are also expected, where pinning plays a crucial role. 2, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] All these bring the investigation of the vortex behavior in the PE region to the class of one of the most important problems of the mixed state of type-II superconductors.
In this work, the PE is studied in a Nb-O solid solution by means of magnetic measurements. It is found that a characteristic feature of the vortex state in the PE region is a relaxation occurring via a large size magnetization jump. It is also found that the time t j (H,T), at which the jump occurs, quasi diverges at the peak field H p (T).
The studied sample was prepared by heat treating an Nb single crystal (T c ϭ9.2 K), obtained from the Materials Research Corporation, at 1950°C for 10 h in a vacuum pressure of 1ϫ10 Ϫ5 Torr followed by cooling to room temperature. No PE was observed in the virgin crystal. By comparing the obtained values of a zero-field T c ϭ6.8 K, lattice parameter expansion ϳ0.36%, residual resistivity r ϭ10 ⍀ cm, and the residual resistivity ratioϭ2 with the literature data, 21 we estimate an oxygen concentration of ϳ2.5Ϯ0.5 at. %, that is below the solubility limit of 3.5 at. %. Scanning electron microscopy analysis shows no segregation implying an uniform oxygen distribution.
The magnetization M (H,T,t) measurements were made using a commercial superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer ͑Quantum Design-MPMS5͒ with field H applied along the longest size of the sample (aϫbϫc ϭ2.8ϫ1.95ϫ0.7 mm 3 ). A careful investigation of the field inhomogenity effect 22, 23 has been performed at all measured temperatures and fields, and no such effect was detected for scan lengths less than 2 cm. Thus, all measurements were performed with a scan length of 1.5 cm. Time relaxation measurements of M were made in both flux entrance and flux exit regimes. In the former case, the sample was cooled down to a target temperature in a zero applied magnetic field, and after temperature stabilization, the measuring field was applied. In the other case, the sample was cooled down in an applied field HϾH c2 (T), and then the field H was reduced to the measuring value. Figure 1 shows the pinning force F p ϭ j c H vs H, obtained from M (H) hysteresis loops measured at various temperatures, see inset. Figure 1 demonstrates clearly the occurrence of the PE in the sample studied here. The critical current density j c was calculated according to the Bean's criticalstate model using the formula j c (A/cm (T) are shown in the inset of Fig. 5͔ . The height of the F p (H) peak gradually decreases with temperature ͑see Fig. 1͒ , and at TϾ4.5 K (tϭT/T c Ͼ0.66) becomes smaller than our resolution limit.
Figures 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ show magnetization relaxation curves M (t) measured at Tϭ3.6 K and at various applied fields HϾH x ϭ1.066 T, i.e., in the PE region, in both flux entry ͑a͒ and flux exit ͑b͒ regimes. As can be seen in Fig.  2͑a͒ , a characteristic feature of the M ϩ (t) relaxation curves in the flux entry regime and at HϾH p ϭ1.08 T is the sudden jump of ͉M ϩ ͉ towards a smaller value at a field-dependent ''jumping'' time t j (H,T), whereas at HϽH p the relaxation is smooth. In contrast, in the flux exit regime the jumplike reduction of ͉M Ϫ ͉ at the time t j (H,T) takes place only at HϽH p ͓see Fig. 2͑b͒ ; here the relaxation curves at HϾH p are not shown for clarity͔. A similar behavior was found at all temperatures Tр3.6 K. At higher temperatures, however, the avalanches occur both below and above H p (T), and in both relaxation regimes. Figure 3 illustrates this fact, showing the jumping time t j (H,T) vs H/H p Ϫ1 measured at T ϭ2, 3.6, and 4 K. This figure clearly demonstrates the steep increase of t j (H,T) as the measuring field tends to H p (T). We emphasize that the observed t j (H,T) is very well reproducible as confirmed by numerous measurements. Another characteristic feature of the M (t) dependencies is an essential slowing down of the relaxation (dM /dt→0) as t tends to t j (H,T) ͑see Fig. 2͒ . Note also that no jump in M (t) was detected in the field interval H c1 (T)ϽHϽH x (T), i.e., outside of the PE region. This is shown in Fig. 4 where M (t) measured at Tϭ3 K and HϽH x ϭ1.235 T in both vortex entry and vortex exit regimes is presented. For completeness, M ϩ (t), obtained for various fields above the peak field H p ϭ1.25 T, i.e., in the jumpy region, is also shown in the inset of Fig. 4 .
Magnetic relaxation in type-II superconductors, in general, results from the vortex motion driven by the gradient of the vortex density. When the pinning is sufficiently weak, the moving object is a relatively ordered FLL. However, in the strong pinning limit, when disorder dominates over intervortex interaction, the FLL breaks up and the plastic motion of some regions of the FLL with respect to other temporarily pinned regions takes place. This plastic motion, occurring via intermittent avalanches, was directly observed in Nb films at low fields and temperatures by means of the Lorentz microscopy. In the present work, we believe that a similar phenomenon is found in the PE region. However, our observation of a single avalanchelike event during hours of relaxation ͑here we do not consider the rare occasionally happened ''reversible'' magnetization jumps͒ differs from Ref. 24 , where time intervals between avalanches are found to be of the order of a few seconds. This fact, as well as the absence of a jump in M (t) in the field range H c1 (T)ϽHϽH x (T), implies that the magnetization jump observed at t j (H,T) is a characteristic feature of the vortex dynamics in the PE region. It should be noted that the plastic vortex motion occurring just above the PE onset field H x (T) was also found in Ref. 2. Recently, it has been suggested that the onset of the PE is associated with the formation of an entangled vortex state, where vortex dynamics governed by plastic deformations is expected. [12] [13] [14] According to the theory, this disorder-driven transition ͑or crossover͒ between the FLL and the entangled vortex state results from the competition between vortexvortex interaction and the strength of the quenched disorder ͑pinning͒, and is determined by the balance between the elastic E el ϭc L 2 a 0 2 (c 66 0 ) 1/2 and pinning E pin ϭ(WL 0 4 ) 1/2 energies, as obtained within a cage model using the Lindemann criterion. [12] [13] [14] Here c L ϳ0. 25 Results of the calculation of both E el and E pin , taking the sample parameters determined in this work ϭ7.8, (0)ϭ135 Å and the measured volume pinning force F p ͑Fig. 1͒, are presented in Fig.  5 . As seen, the elastic energy E el perfectly matches the pinning energy E pin at HϭH x (T), using the Lindemann number c L ϭ0.17 as a free parameter, which suggests the occurrence of the entangled vortex state at HуH x (T) in our sample.
A plastic vortex motion in the entangled state can take place by reptation or via cutting and reconnection of the vortex lines. 12, 27, 28 The here observed steep rise of the jumping time t j (H,T) when H tends to the peak field H p (T), see Fig. 3, i. e., as the critical current tends to its maximal value, also gives evidence that the effective strength of the pinning plays a crucial role in the occurrence of the avalanches. Next, we speculate on a possible origin of the t j (H,T).
We assume that in the field interval H x (T)ϽHϽH p (T), the jump in M (t) is related to a vortex disentanglement process occurring by reptation, whereas above H p (T), the dominant process is due to vortex cutting and reconnection. According to the reptation models 27,28 the relaxation time ͓ ϳt j (H,T)͔ is a steep increasing function of the wandering distance u 0 , induced either by thermal fluctuations or quenched disorder. The increase of the pinning efficiency of vortices with field implies an increase of the disorderinduced wandering distance u 0 , and therefore t j (H,T). On the other hand, as H tends to H p (T), the density of dislocations increases and the vortex cutting becomes easier, 12 so at HϾH p (T) the disentanglement, occurring via vortex cutting and reconnection is the dominant process. In this case, the relaxation time ϳt j (H,T)ϳexp(U x /k B T), 12, [29] [30] [31] where U x is the crossing energy, which decreases with field. Accordingly, in the field interval H p (T)ϽHϽH c2 (T), the t j (H,T) decreases with field. Thus, this qualitative picture can describe the t j (H,T) in both vortex entry and vortex exit regimes below and above the peak field H p (T), at least at T ϭ4 K ͑see Fig. 3͒ . Note also that as H tends to the H x (T) from above, a sequential disentanglement process, described in Ref. 28 , instead of the reptation mechanism, can dominate; in both cases t j (H,T) should decrease as H approaches H x (T).
At low temperatures (Ͻ4 K), the magnetization jump in M (t) was observed only for HϾH p (T) under increasing field and for HϽH p (T) under decreasing field ͑see Figs. 2 and 3͒. This behavior, different from that found at Tϭ4 K, could be due to an increasing role of the quenched disorder at lower temperatures ͑a different behavior for leaving and entering vortices caused by disorder has already been reported for other superconductors 32, 33 ͒. Consider first the ascending branch of the M (H). For the same reduced field h ϭH/H c2 (T), the low-temperature disorder-induced wandering distance u 0 is larger, as compared to that at high temperatures, due to the increase of the pinning efficiency of the vortices ͑see Fig. 1͒ . According to reptation models, 27, 28 this leads to an increase of the relaxation time. Thus, at low temperatures the t j (H,T) in the flux entry regime and for H x (T)ϽHϽH p (T) can become longer than the experimental observation time t obs . Above the peak field H p (T), the crossing energy U x is small enough at all temperatures in the vortex entry regime, allowing us to observe the magnetization jump within the explored time window. On the other hand, crossing barriers for the vortex exit ͓H p (T)ϽH ϽH c2 (T)͔ can be larger than the barriers for the vortex entry, assuming lower density of disorder-induced dislocations for the vortex exit branch of the hysteresis loop. Thus, under decreasing field and for H p (T)ϽHϽH c2 (T), the relaxation time ͓ϳt j (H,T)ϳexp(U x /k B T)͔ can exceed that in the field increasing regime, i.e., t j (H,T)Ͼt obs . As the field further decreases ͓tends to the H x (T)͔, the sequential disentangle- ment process, faster than the disentanglement by reptation, 28 can be responsible for the observed t j (H,T). Thus, the above given scenario suggests that for H ϾH p (T) the vortex cutting is the dominant relaxation process, i.e., the irreversible magnetization M irr (H)ϳM hw (H) is mostly due to the vortex ability to sustain a current ͑asso-ciated with a gradient in the vortex density͒ without flux-line cutting occurring. Accordingly, the loss of the M irr (H) at HуH irr (T) ͑see the insets in Figs. 1 and 4͒ can be related to a thermally activated vortex cutting process as the relaxation time ϳexp(U x /k B T) becomes comparable to the measuring time.
Finally, noting that the quasi divergence of t j (H,T) at HϭH p (T) ͑Fig. 3͒ resembles very much an approach to a phase transition that might be related to the onset of the vortex cutting and reconnection process. Whether a true phase transition takes place at the peak field H p (T) remains an interesting problem for further studies.
To conclude, we have studied the peak effect in a Nb-O solid solution single crystal. This effect is understood as a disorder-driven transition ͑or crossover͒ between a relatively ordered vortex lattice and an entangled vortex state. We found that the characteristic relaxation process in the peakeffect region is a magnetization jump occurring at a time t j (H,T) that quasi diverges at the peak field H p (T).
